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Measurement methods and test procedures
for assessing accuracy of instrument transformers
for power quality measurements
Overview
Extensive integration of renewables in the electrical energy distribution system is essential for the
implementation of “green growth” strategies. However, it contributes to the degradation of the quality of the
electrical power, as such power quality (PQ) monitoring holds greater and greater importance. Currently, there
are no standards related to the characterisation of the instrument transformers (ITs) for PQ measurements,
even if ITs can introduce significant errors in the PQ measurement chain. Therefore, this project aims to
develop specific performance indices, reference measurement systems and test procedures to evaluate the
ITs accuracy and uncertainty contributions in PQ measurements (PQM). Guidelines and recommendations for
the calibration of ITs used in PQM will be provided to the Technical Committee 38 of the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC TC 38).
Need
Fully decarbonising Europe’s energy supply by 2050 is one of the key points for the European strategic vision
for a prosperous, modern, competitive and climate neutral economy. This will require extensive deployment of
renewable energy sources, which is essential for “green growth”, but it also causes additional grid-injected
disturbances. Proliferation of disturbances implies degradation of the quality of the delivered power. It is
estimated that poor PQ costs both industry and commerce in the EU about €150 billion annually. Henceforth,
there is a need to address the unavoidable task of monitoring PQ.
Effective PQ monitoring requires accurate measurement instrumentation. When PQ measurements are
performed in distribution grids, ITs have to be included in the measurement chain to reduce the grid high
voltages and currents to levels compatible with the PQ measurement instrument inputs. Available international
standards deal only with limits for public distribution system disturbances, measurement methods for PQ
phenomena, and accuracy requirements and test methods for measurement instruments, without considering
ITs. On the other hand, standards for ITs are focused on accuracy verification in the absence of PQ
disturbances, i.e. at 50/60 Hz, or only provide accuracy limits for harmonic components. At present, no National
Metrology Institute (NMI) is providing traceable calibrations of ITs for PQ; moreover, standardisation related to
characterisation and tests of ITs for PQ measurement under realistic conditions, including presence of multiple
influence factors, is lacking.
Furthermore, there is no shared and common method that can be adopted by the interested community (e.g.
from grid operators to instrument manufacturers and test laboratories) to characterise ITs and estimate their
uncertainty contribution in PQ measurements. There is a need for undertaking pre-normative research to fill
these gaps, as expressed by IEC TC 38 “Instrument Transformers”.
Objectives
The overall goal of the project is the development of the metrological framework for the traceable calibration
of ITs employed for PQ measurements in electricity grids that can be used by IEC TC 38 "Instrument
transformers" as a basis for relevant future standardisation. The specific objectives of the project are:
1. To define accuracy and uncertainty limits of ITs in PQ measurements, by proposing and
experimentally verifying specific performance indices for the single PQ parameters and by defining a
new “PQ Accuracy Class” for ITs, which would be the extension of the concept of classical “accuracy
class”.
2. To establish suitable reference measuring systems for ITs and methods for the evaluation of the
relevant uncertainty contribution of ITs to PQ indices.
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3. To establish traceable test procedures for reference setups to calibrate ITs used for PQ
measurements in electricity grids by covering limits for PQ disturbances in the available standards.
4. To evaluate performance of ITs in PQ measurements in presence of multiple influence factors
(e.g. temperature and temperature gradients, adjacent phases, proximity effects, vibrations).
5. To contribute to a revision of technical report IEC/TR 61869-103 as well as the standards in the
IEC 61869 family product (e.g. 61869-1, 61869-6, etc.) by providing the data, methods, guidelines
and recommendations, which are necessary for the calibration of ITs used in PQ measurements, to
IEC TC 38. Outputs will be in a form that can be incorporated into the standards at the earliest
opportunity and communicated to the standards community and to end users (Transmission system
operators, distribution system operators, customers).
Progress beyond the state of the art
This project will develop a complete metrological framework, which can be exploited by NMIs as well as
calibration and test laboratories. This will foster the adoption of common procedures for the characterisation
under realistic conditions of ITs, which can be employed for PQ measurements in electricity grids. The
developed knowledge will be provided to IEC TC 38 in a usable form that can be easily incorporated into
standardisation documents to contribute to newly developed or revised standards or a technical report on ITs
for PQ measurements.
In terms of defining accuracy and uncertainty limits, the project will propose and validate new performance
indices, which quantify the IT errors in the measurement of the single PQ parameter. Additionally, the classical
concept of IT accuracy class, which defines the IT rated performances at 50/60 Hz, will be extended by defining
an overall performance index, the “PQ Accuracy Class
Starting from knowledge and hardware from past projects concerning measurement systems for frequency
characterisation of inductive VTs (ENG52 Smart Grid II), calibration at 50 /60 Hz of low power output ITs with
analogue and digital output ( ENG61 Future Grid project) and characterization of low power ITs with digital
output (ongoing 17IND06 Future II), the developed set-ups will be adapted, integrated and extended to build
reference measuring systems allowing traceable calibration of all types of ITs under realistic PQ phenomena
at distribution voltages (e.g. up to 36 kV). Methods for the estimate of their uncertainty contributions to PQ
indices will be also developed.
An architecture for traceable calibration setups and test procedures for the IT characterisation under PQ
phenomena will be worked out, suitable to be implemented in test and calibration laboratories. Simplified test
procedures will be also established. to be adopted in industrial laboratories.
By adapting and integrating the IT reference characterisation facilities, the traceable measurement of the IT
performances under stationary PQ events will be extended to assess the IT behaviour in the presence of
separate and combined influence factors.

Results
Definition of accuracy and uncertainty limits of ITs in PQ measurements
To define performance indices and then quantifying the errors introduced by the IT when measuring a PQ
parameter, an analysis has been performed on the MV grid PQ phenomena. The expected relevance of the
different PQ parameters, when considering the capability of the ITs to accurately reproduce, at a low level, the
grid high voltage or current distorted waveform has been determined as output of an extended analysis of the
PQ disturbances. The characteristics in terms of i) type of expected PQ disturbance (stationary, dynamic,
transient), ii) parameter to be measured (e.g. harmonic voltage and current amplitude, depth and duration of
a voltage swell or dips,.. ), iii) limit values of the disturbance and range of expected values, have been
determined from technical standards, measurement campaign results and PQ database, as well as from direct
experience gained in previous projects. From combined analysis of information gathered, a subset of PQ
parameters that are expected to be critical for ITs has been identified, which includes power frequency
variations, harmonics, supraharmonics, interharmonics, modulations, phase steps and transient signals.
With a similar approach, main features of ITs available on the market from different manufactures have been
analysed and classified according to their operating principles, accuracy class, rated frequency, indoor/outdoor
application, operating range etc. On theses bases, starting from the previously identified ones, specific PQ test
phenomena tailored on the different types of ITs will be adopted.
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As to the definition of the test conditions for ITs when measuring stationary PQ phenomena in the presence of
multiple influence factors, the different factors that can affect the performance of an instrument transformer
during the measurement in a MV substation, have been analysed. An inventory of the most significant
environmental and circuital factors by type of voltage and current transformer has been created.
An extensive experimental characterisation of the different types of ITs under a selected number of PQ
phenomena will provide a deep knowledge of the ITs behaviour in terms of their performance indices, as well
as the basis for the identification of different class limits for a newly defined PQ Accuracy Class.
Reference measuring systems allowing traceable calibration of current and voltage ITs under realistic PQ
phenomena at distribution voltages
To determine the performances and the limits errors introduced by the ITs in the measurement of the PQ
parameters, reference measurement systems have to be available, which allow the characterisation of the
conventional as well as non-conventional analogue and digital output ITs under the different types of PQ events
selected. To this end, a generation and measurement system for laboratory calibration of ITs up to 2 kA is
being developed, adapting, and extending the features of the one developed in the Future Grid II project. The
system is mainly made up of a high current generation system, a set of analogue reference current
transformers with associated precision resistors for current to voltage conversion and a 2-channel measuring
system. Synchronization signals and conversion and receiving devices are included, for testing both inductive
and low power current transformers, whose output is a sampled value data stream. PQ test waveforms are
generated by an arbitrary waveform generator coupled with an analogue power amplifier (up to 30 kVA – 15
kHz). Generation capabilities have been presently extended to sinusoidal signals up to 2 kA at 50 Hz,
sinusoidal signals with harmonics (10%, up to 50th order) up to 1 kA, square wave signals up to 1 kA and
amplitude modulated signals.
As to voltage transformer calibration, the reference system for the generation and measurement of voltages
up to 30 kV from Future Grid II project has been integrated and adapted to generate and measure all the
required set of the MV voltage waveforms. PQ test phenomena with voltages up to 30 kV are reproduced by
an arbitrary waveform generator coupled with a HV power amplifier (DC to 7 kHz at full voltage, up to 30 kHz
at reduced voltage), and applied to the sensor under test. The errors of the device under test are determined
by making use of a reference resistive-capacitive divider and a digital voltage comparator. System capabilities
have been now extended to the generation and measurement of subharmonics, amplitude and phase
modulations, frequency ramps and phase steps.
Current sensors to be used in the experimental investigations have been analysed to include different types
of sensors (inductive, electronic and Rogowski coils current sensors). Two conventional (inductive) current
sensors have been selected as class 0.2 with rated performance of 400 A/ 1 A / 5 VA at 50 Hz and class 0.5
and 500 A / 1 A / 2.5 VA at 50 Hz respectively. One conventional (inductive) current sensor with rated
performance of 5000 A / 5 A / 5 VA has been investigated for its frequency response. Electronic current sensors
are selected with rated performance of 200 A with errors smaller than 100 ppm. Three
class 1 Rogowski coils with rated transformation ratio 1 kA / 22.5 mV at 50 Hz have been chosen and are
being investigated.
Traceable calibration setups and simplified test procedures
Considering the complexity of the developed reference systems, suitable measurement methods and
simplified procedures are needed particularly by IT manufacturers and test laboratories. Attention has been
then first focused on setting up simplified methods for the frequency characterisation of inductive and low
power instrument transformers.
First investigations on inductive voltage transformers and low power voltage and current transformers have
been performed to find out their bandwidth and quantify measurement deviation of simple setups where low
voltage frequency sweep are performed, by comparison with more realistic waveform measurements at rated
voltage.
A simplified method for the frequency characterisation of inductive voltage transformers has been successfully
experimented. It is based on characterisations performed with AC sinusoidal signals both at LV and MV
voltages and involves the use of instrumentation and apparatus available in manufacturer and test laboratories.
In addition, the feasibility of determining the low power voltage and current transformer frequency response by
means of a low voltage/current, and hence low cost, measurement setup has been verified, by exploiting
suitably defined input signals.
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A wideband comparator based on two synchronised sampling units has been designed to compare the outputs
of two ITs for signals including time dependent disturbances. Voltage dividers and shunts will be used to
convert the output signals of the VTs and CTs under test into low voltage signals fitting to the input range of
the comparator.
Once the simplified measurement methods and procedure are fully developed and validated by comparison
with the measurement performed with reference setups, their implementation in industrial laboratories will allow
easier and faster ITs calibration in a hard environment with a reduced, but still acceptable uncertainty.
Performance of ITs in PQ measurements in presence of multiple influence factors
As an initial, but crucial step in the definition of the testing conditions for evaluating the effect of influence
factors on the IT measurement of stationary PQ phenomena, an analysis of the in force standard indications
has been carried out. Test conditions provided by the relevant standard of the IEC 61869 series have been
reviewed concerning ITs influence factors such as temperature, vibration, burden, power frequency, adjacent
phases, and positioning, where applicable.
To set up separate and combined temperature and vibration tests on inductive and low power voltage
transformers, rated operating ranges and performances of a suitable testing platform have been investigated.
For low power current transformers, test conditions and procedures have been defined for verifying the PQ
performance in presence of some influence factors (burden, magnetic field, positioning) and their combination.
In preliminary work, the influence of some individual influencing factors (temperature, burden, power
frequency) have been investigated.
By adapting and extending the previously developed reference calibration systems, separate and combined
tests under PQ stationary phenomena, will be carried out considering two at a time influence quantities, among
those previously indicated. From analysis of results, criteria for the significance of the effect of a combination
of influence factors will be worked out, based on the relationship between the deviations from reference
conditions due to the single influence quantity and the deviation due to their combination.

Impact
To facilitate and maximise the impact of the project, objectives and first outputs generated within the project
have been disseminated by specific actions targeted to the standardisation, industrial and scientific community.
Regular contacts have been maintained with the IEC TC 38 “Instrument transformer” committee and WGs;
presentations focused on the project objectives were given to the Chairman's Advisory Group and to the WG
49 Instrument transformers for low voltage applications. An overview of the consortium activities was also
provided to the IEC SC77A WG 9 “Low frequency phenomena - Power quality measurement methods”. A first
stakeholder workshop was held with the participation of 15 stakeholders from industry, most of them active in
the standardisation activity on ITs and PQ, and including manufacturers of instrument transformers and test
and measuring instrument manufacturers, transmission and distribution system operators, a test laboratory
and a national authority. One paper was published in the Energies Open Access Journal, and two papers were
presented at the 2020 Conference on Precision Electromagnetic Measurements and 24th the IMEKO TC4
International Symposium respectively.
Impact on industrial and other user communities
Inadequate quality of the electrical grid power at all voltage levels is a cause of malfunctioning or damage of
industrial equipment such as lifetime reduction of dielectric insulations, relay tripping, over-heating in motors,
etc. Voltage reductions and interruptions are often the source of outages and, consequently, can lead to
significant economic losses for all the different manufacturing companies. Improvement of PQ quality
consequent to an accurate monitoring will benefit IT instrument manufacturing companies as well as grid
operators. More specifically, IT and IT test systems manufacturers, as well as test and calibration laboratories,
will dispose of common and shared procedures to qualify their products/services for PQ measurement and
operate in fair market conditions. From the perspective of grid operators, they will dispose of accepted methods
and procedures to assess the level of "quality" of their product (the electrical grid power supply), with a given
level of uncertainty, to make the most effective investments to take corrective actions to improve it.
National Regulatory Authorities will rely on trustworthy measurements of the quality of the energy at all voltage
levels, in a more consolidated framework, to improve the protection of consumers' interests and promote
competition and efficiency.
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Impact on the metrology and scientific communities
The measurement methods, reference setups and protocols developed in this project will consent to extend
testing of the main types of ITs (voltage/current, inductive/LPIT, analogue/digital output) to PQ conditions
representative of the realistic ones, also considering simultaneous presence of more than one influencing
factor, ensuring traceability of results to national reference standards. This will allow, first of all, the extension
of calibration and measurement capabilities (CMCs) of NMIs involved in the project, which, in the near future,
will be able to support the increase of the metrology capacity of EURAMET Member States whose metrology
programmes are at an early stage of development.
The project will also impact on the scientific community through application of the new reference systems and
measurement methods, as well as of the IT characterisation results made available, to the investigation of new
systems, materials, and components under realistic and harsh PQ conditions. Application of the systems and
methods developed will also allow obtaining reliable input data with defined uncertainties, for the study, the
analysis, and the smart control of the electrical grids.
Impact on relevant standards
As a first early impact, this project will provide the metrological measurement framework, including the
measurement methods, test procedures and instrumentation, as well as the experimental data which will
facilitate and contribute to the standardisation relevant to the use of Instrument Transformers for PQ
measurements, a topic that is not covered by a dedicated standard at international/national level. The
knowledge developed will benefit in particular the IEC TC 38 “Instrument Transformers”, which is the project
Chief stakeholder and whose role is to keep aligned the project progress and outputs with the need of the
stakeholder community, as well as the CENELEC TC 38. This will be facilitated by the links of project partners
both in terms of relevant working group membership and role (e.g. convenorship of IEC TC38 WG 47
"Development of instrument transformer for the market evolution" and JWG 55 "Uncertainty evaluation of the
calibration of Instrument Transformers" and Secretariat of CENELEC TC 38). These strict links with
IEC/CENELEC TC 38 will ensure a continuous exchange of knowledge between the project partners and the
various WGs of IEC/CENELEC TC 38 making possible an effective contribution to the revision or the issue of
new standards/reports specifically focused on use of ITs for PQ or, in general, on the topics connected to ITs
(standards of the 61869-X series).
Longer-term economic, social and environmental impacts
A secure and reliable electricity supply is of the utmost importance for society as whole. To guarantee a good
quality of the supplied energy will increase the efficiency of the energy transmission and distribution system
and, at the same time, contribute to the reliability and safety of the electrical supply in Europe.
Being that instrument transformers are a needed component for PQ evaluation in distribution grids, the
evaluation of the uncertainty associated with the measured value of a PQ parameter with a defined level of
confidence has to be performed by considering the contribution of the ITs. The outcomes of this project in
terms of methods and procedures will then allow an overall estimate of the level of uncertainty in the
quantification of PQ events with a defined level of confidence, so that more appropriate actions aimed at solving
a PQ related issue, which can imply a significant financial investment, will be taken by the grid involved actors
on the basis of an effective estimate of the grid conditions.
On a societal level, the adoption of standardised procedures in PQ measurements with a quantifiable level of
uncertainty will contribute to the" legal certainty" in disputes, when assessing responsibilities in equipment
malfunctioning and production outages.
Since the presence of PQ polluting devices is increasing more and more in the electricity grids, performing
accurate PQ monitoring is essential to guarantee the reliability of our daily electricity supply. This project will
support its development by providing the IT related required knowledge and calibration facilities, needed for a
trustworthy design and production of future grids and for the prevention of black out.
Advantages are expected also from the environmental point of view, since a better control of the grid conditions
will lead to a decrease of PQ issues with a consequent increase in the useful life of equipment and a reduction
in waste products in case of production outages, with a positive impact also from the economic point of view.
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